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                          EXPERIMENT NO.6
-
AIM: To conduct process capability study .

APPARATUS REQUIRED: 1. Set of stepped pins – 96 nos.
	Tray – 1 no.
	Vernier calipers.

THEORY: A control chart is a graphical representation of the collected information. The information may pertain to measured quality characteristics are judged quality characteristics or samples. It defects the variation in processing and warns if there is any departure from the specified tolerance limits. Control charts based up on measurement of
-
quality characteristics are called as control charts for variables(Ex: X , R, σ charts).

-	-
X & R CHARTS: X  chart shows the centering of the process, that it shows the variation in the average of samples. It is the most commonly used variable chart. R chart shows the uniformity or consistency of the process. It shows the variation in the range of samples .It is a chart for measure of spread. Any control chart consist of limiting values called upper control limit (UCL) and lower control limit (LCL) for a sample quality chrecterstics.Between the UCL & LCL is a central line which represents no deviation from the sample characteristic is plotted on the control chart. The sample points are usually connected by straight lines so that the sequence of activity over time can be visualized easily. Even if all points are with in the control limits, the process can be out of control. This condition exists when successive points fall in a non- random or systematic manner.

PROCESS CAPABILITY: The three phases in manufacturing of any item are design, production and inspection. Specifications or tolerance limits are usually established in the design phase. In the production phase an attempt is made to conform to the specifications. During inspection the extent to which the unit or units of production conform to the specifications is determined. One such method is process capability ratio. A process operating control may or may not be operating within the specifications. If the process capability exhibits statistical control, estimate of the processing means and the standard deviation may be used to determine the capability of the process to produce within specifications. Thus the process capability study will determine whether the specification can be met or not. The control limits or natural process units of a process (UCL & LCL) are determined by +3 σ  from the mean. The natural tolerance limits encompass 99.73% of the area under the normal curve and the process capability is defined as 6 σ(σ-standard deviation of universe distribution). The process capability ratio (PCR) is defined as
PCR = (USL – LSL)/6 σ
Where USL = upper specification or tolerance limit. LSL = lower specification or tolerance limit.
The value of PCR = 1, indicates that the specification limits are exactly equal to the natural process limits. If PCR < 1, the difference between the specification



limits is less than the tolerance limits and there will be large fraction of production that fails to meet specifications. PCR >1, indicates that the specification limits are greater than the natural process limits and there will be very small fraction of production that fails to meet specifications. If the PCR is larger, say PCR >=2, the specification limits become too wide and not at all recommended. The recommended value of process capability ratio is 1.5.

PROCEDURE:
	Make the measurements (larger diameter of pins) by taking the pins one by one.
	Tabulate the data by taking the subgroup size equal to 4.
	Calculate the mean ( X ) and range (R) of subgroup.
	Calculate the center line or mean of means and the center line or mean of ranges i.e. X & R .
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	Compute the control limits(UCL & LCL) of R-chart and X -chart by assuming 3σ limits from the mean or both the charts.
	Calculate the standard deviation of universe distribution σ!.
	Determine the process capability and the process capability ratio for the manufacture of the given stepped pins.
	Comment on the nature of control and capability of the process to produce the pins within specifications.


IMPORTANT FORMULA:

	Center line of R chart =Average of ranges

i.e  R = åRi
24
	Center line of (CL) of X - chart = Average of averages of subgroup
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=
i.e X =
 åXi
24
	Upper control limit of R-chart UCLR = D4 R
	Lower control limit of R-chart LCLR = D3 R

where D3 and D4 are factors of number of observations in a subgroup. For a subgroup of size 4, D3 =0,D4=2.282(from tables).
     	    	=
	UCL of X -chart UCLX = X +3σx for x=4

=	  
= X +A2 R
For washers USL = 23.30
LSL=23.18
     	   	=	-
	LCL of X chart LCL x = X - 3σ 



=	  
= X - A2 R
A2 =0.729(from tables)
=factor for number of observations in a subgroup.
For a subgroup of size 4, A2 = 0.729
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	Standard deviation of the universe distribution σ! = R

d 2
where d2 = factor for number of observations in a subgroup. For a subgroup of size 4 d2 = 2.059( from tables)
	Process capability = 6σ!
	Process capability ratio, PCR = USL - LSL

6s!
GRAPHS DRAWN:

1.Range chart (R- chart)
i.e. subgroup no. Vs range of subgroup values
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2. Average chart ( X -chart)
i.e. subgroup number Vs average of subgroup values.

OBSERVATION TABLE:

Subgroup number
Measurement of diameter
Mean or average
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Xi
Range Ri


Pin-1
Pin-2
Pin-3
Pin-4



1
2
3
.
.
. 24







SAMPLE GRAPH:
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                              EXPERIMENT NO.7

AIM : To design a sampling scheme based on O.C curve.

APPARATUS REQUIRED : 1. Lot of plastic balls –150 nos.
	Lot of green balls –50 nos .
	Tray – 1 no.


THEORY : Acceptance sampling is a major component of quality control and in this inspection is performed on a shipment or lot of incoming materials / products. Samplings are taken from this shipment and certain quality characteristics of the units are inspected. After this inspection ,a certain decision is made concerning the lot. Usually the decision is either to accept or reject the lot.

Acceptance sampling plan can be divided into attributes sampling plan and variable sampling plan. In attributes sampling, a unit is classified as conforming or non conforming on the basis of whether it meets established specification or not. In variable sampling only one quality characteristic of a unit is observed or measured .The advantages of sampling inspection are as follows.

	The cost and time required for sampling inspection is quite less as compared to 100% inspection.
	Problem of inspection fatigue which occurs in 100 % inspection is eliminated.
	Smaller inspection staff is necessary.


There are three important types of sampling plans :
	single sampling plan.
	Double sampling plan.
	Multiple sampling plan.


SINGLE SAMPLING PLAN : A single sampling plan is a procedure in which a sample drawn from a lot and inspected. If the no. of non-conforming or defective units are less than or equal to a specified limit (i.e. acceptance number),the lot is accepted. Other wise the lot is rejected .Three parameters are needed to define a single sampling plan.

	– Number of units (N) or lot size.
	– Number of units (n) to be drawn from the lot (sample size).
	– Acceptance number ( c ) which is the maximum number of defective units allowed in a sample.


If a single sampling is specified as N= 3000 ,n=25,c = 2.It means that from a lot size of 3000,a random sample of 25 units is drawn and inspected. If the number of defective units in the sample is less than or equal to 2 ,the lot is accepted otherwise the sample is rejected.




DOUBLE SAMPLING PLAN: In double sampling plan the decision acceptance or rejection of the lot is based on the two samples .A lot may be accepted at once if the first sample is good enough or rejected at once if the first sample is bad enough. If the first sample is neither good enough nor bad enough, the decision is based on the evidence of first and second sample combined.

MULTIPLE SAMPLING : The phrase multiple sampling is generally used when three or more samples of stated size are permitted and when the decision of acceptance or rejection must be reached after a stated no. of samples.

The phrase sequential sampling id generally used when a decision is possible after each item has been inspected and when there is no specified limit on the total no. units to be inspected. However sometimes we use two phrases interchangeably.

O.C.CURVE : O.C.Curve is an evaluation tool that shows the probability of accepting a limit submitted for inspection for a range of fraction defective values. It also displays the discriminatory power of a sampling plan .In other words, it can be used to compare the probability of accepting a lot for various sampling plans.

The probability of acceptance of a lot is the probability that the no. of defectives in a sample is equal to or less than the acceptance no. for the sampling plan. there are three distributions that can be used for finding the probability of acceptance hypergeomentric,binomial and the Poisson distribution. When its assumptions can be met, the Poisson distribution is preferable because of the ease of calculation.

Probability of acceptance that the no of defective in a sample is equal to or less than acceptance number( c ) is-
c
(Pa)th = å
i=0
 lie-l
i!
 
Where λ = np
Note: For 0 defectives (Pa)th = e-λ
n = Sample size; p = Fraction defective of the lot;
For Example : N = 400; n =20; lot is 5% defective i.e p = 0.05 c = 2
2
Then (Pa)th = å
i=0
 lie-l
i!
 l0e-l
=	0!
 l0e-l
+	1!
 l2e-l
+	2!

But λ = np = 20 * 0.05 = 1


\(Pa)th =
 1  e-l 1
0!	+
 e-l
1!
 12 e-l
+	2!
 
= 0.9197


PROCEDURE: For the given lot size N = 150
	First set the acceptance number c = 0.
	Mix predetermined number of green balls to the lot to get the % defective = 2 %   

   or fraction defective of the lot = 0.2 i.e. add three balls to the lot and remove 3 
   balls other than green co lour from the lot so that the lot size remains = 150.
	Take a sample of 20 balls from the lot of 150 balls
	Count the no .of defective items (green balls ) in the sample.
	Recovered whether the lot is acceptable or not i.e. if defective balls are less than or equal to ‘C’ ,then note that the lot is acceptable.
	Replace the sample of the balls into the lot.
	Repeat the steps 3 to 6 ten times and compute the probability of acceptance of the lot Pa (i.e. if 6 times the lot is accepted in repetitions then (Pa)a = 6/10 = 0.6.
	Change the % defective to 4,6,8 and 10% by changing the green balls in the lot correspondingly(i.e. add three balls each time and remove three balls other than green balls from the lot so that the lot size remains the same (or = 150).
	Repeat the steps 3 to 7 for each value of % defective.
	Repeat the above procedure for other values of acceptance number c = 1 &2.
	Also find the probability of acceptance of the lot theoretically for different values of

% defective corresponding to the values of C = 0,1 &2.
	Plot the actual and theoretical probability of acceptance values for each and every value of C (=0,1&2).


SAMPLE GRAPHS:

Theoretical
Actual
Actual
1.0	1.0	1.0	Theoretical


Probability of acceptance
 


Actual
 Theoretical



% defective in lot for c=0	% defective in lot for c=1	% defective in lot for c=2























